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Purpose: 

PROPOSED TERMINAL DESIGN PROJECT 
~ SKI LODGE FOR MT. LEMMON 

In our present day society increasing automation and. 

mans efficiency has provid.ed, the indi v1d.ual with more 

leisure time, and the money to utilize this time, than 

a any other instant in history. With this time the 

need for, and the growth of, recreational facilities 

in the Unit~d States has been phenomenal. With the 

fantastic growth of the recr eational facility per se 

(golf courses, boating areas, ski-bowls, etc.) the 

secondary function of clubhouses and lodges have be

come an area where the archi t ect has the opportunity 

t · fUlfill a present day need in terms of an archi

tectural statement that is rich in tradition and history 

yet deserves the fullest realization of its place in 

the 2 th century. 

Scop2_: 

The present ski-run and Lodge facilities on Mt. Lemmon 

are at present the southernmost in the United States 

and are totally inadequate to qualify as much of a 

ski-resort attraction. However, the conditions provided 

by Nature are such that with a little imagination--and 

money--the present Mt. Lemmon Ski Bowl could become a 

major tourist attraction for Tucson and Southern Arizona. 
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As just a rough guess I am assuming that the Lodge

Restaurant complex will range between 12,000 and 18,000 

square feet and will be on p ssibly two or three levels 

or half-levels depending upon the final site selection . 

and functional d.eterminants. I will make no attempt to 

redesign the ski-run facilities themselves but · r will 

attempt to orient the Lodge with relation to the exist

i ng facilities and the owner"s futu.re plans. At present, 

and still only guessing, I plan to incorporate the foll

owing functions within the complex: 

Aims: --

Restaurant and lounge--year around 

"place of lodge" 

cafeteria dining 

snack bar to deck areas 

bierstrube bar 

ski rentals 

ski shop 

ski control-manager 

first aid- ski patrol 

ski club area 

gene~l storage, mechanical, toilets, etc. 

My personal objectives in regards to choosing this prob

l em are really quite simple. In doing a terminal design 

project I want above all to be able to feel after its 

completion that I have done a thorough job, that I have 
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I 

under ood the majori t y of the complexities of design 

of spaces for human beings and that I e been able to 

create at least a satisfactory id.ea of arch1 tecture in 

the eyes of my inunedia te peers. To simply' state it 
I 

I want to feel confidant in my own abilities upon 

graduation. 

I feel that the Lodge problem is one that r will be abl 

to handle successfUlly in the time alloted us. It is a 

problem that can be one of real enjoyment and I am looking 

forward. to it w1 th a great deal of enthusiasm. · ·-
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SKIS, SKIING and SKI LODGES 
A HISTORICAL BRIEF 

William E. Malcomb 
Architecture 150b 
University of Arizona 
March 8, 1966 



SKAAL! 

Wherever there is snow there 
is common bond of under
standing mong a certain 
group of people. These ski 
fanatics are a tribe in 
themselves, whose religion 
has its roots in the weather, 
whose Bible is written on 
snow, and whose icons are made 
of wax. The wandering tribes 
of the past have found their 
homes and have settled down. 
But their descendants have 
inherited something of the 
spirit which urged them 
toward new e.:xpanses of 
snow, and something f their 
unconquerable desire to 
master the winged boards. 
If this be fanaticism, let 
us make the most of it. For 
there are few forms of human 
exuberance more conducive 
to good health, good will 
and good sport. 

CHARLES M. DUDLEY 



E!flLLHISTOEI. 

Skis, S,kiing and. Ski Lodges 
A Historical Brief 

Skiing, as a sport, is a relatively recent innovation but 

skiing as a mode of travel pre d,a te s · the writ ten his tory of 

man. Throughout the ages historians have traced the develop• 

ment of skis and skiing along with man's travels from the 

time of his earliest migrations about 4000 B.C. that covered 

continents to the modern day skiers excursions that still 

cover continents only for quite a different pu pose. 1 

The earliest form of ski was probably an awkward, grass shoe, 

woven from weeds it enlarged the bearing surface. enough to 

carry a mans weight on the snow. (sk 1) Historians generally 

agree that the. tril;>.es of Central Asia and particu 'arl those 

aroand the Altai Mountains 

(South Central Russia) had 

developed this crude mixture 

of ski and snowshoe long 

before their migration 

toward Northern and Western Europe 

began circa 4000 B.C. The 

bulk of these Aryan tribes eventu lly settled in what are now 

the Scandanavian countries of Norway, Denmark, Fin land and 

Sweden, thus it is here that we find the most chronologically 

complete history of the ski and qui ~e und.erstandably this area 

becomes and remains the center of wor~d skiing. 



From this prehistoric time until the 16th century the dev

elopment of skiing and the ski is nearly all historical 

conjecture since most written material left to us is very 

vague in its refer.ences to its progress. There are brief 

mentions and crud.e drawings of hunters on skis from Greece 

in 500 B.C. and again from a Gothic Monks writings in 552 

A.D. The only other significant literary mention of skiing 

prior to the 1500's comes from Central Asia in 1307 A.D. 

where a Mongolian writer d.es cri bes -quite explicitly how 

some of the hunters made use of the wood.en runners. The 

most important and complete early description of skiing is, 

however, an original book, replete with pictures, written by 

Olans Magnus, the Archbishop of Upsala (1555 A.D.). Magnus, 

a Swede., spoke of skiing as a matter of everyday occurence. 

He relates that when the men were on the hunt, they used to 

bet with each other as to who could cover the greatest 

distance or kill the most wolves or elk. 2 

Until the --18th centruy, one wooden ski tended to be a 

great deal longer than the other: the long one was the 

running platform, and the shorter one acted a s sort of 

a rudder, along with one long pole which the skier used 

for balance this set-up was the standard equpiment in the 

Nordic Ski countries. With this rig the hunter or soldier 

was able to slide along relatively well on flat ground, and 

even to charge downhill proVid.ing he didn 1 t care what was 

at the bottom. At this time there was still little technique 

involved and the ski was primarily an elongated snowshoe--

ther e was no i nterest in urning or ever coming to a stop 
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while still standing.3 

SKIING COMES OF AGE 

By 1850 skiing in Norway was becoming more than just a means 

of hunting, transportation or fighting. The function or 

skiing began to change from that of a utilitarian necessity 

to that of a sport with the d.evelopment of a technique for 
/ 

turning along with the advent of better equipment. These 

turns were the results of competitions that took place be tween 

the Norwegian Villages of Telemark and Christiania around 

1850. From this point on in his t ory the sport of skiing 

overshadows -the other historical uses of the ski. 4 

THE BIRTH OF SKIING J;N THE U. S·. A. 

Surprisingly enough in the mid-19th century skiing j umped 

from the Scandanavian Peninsula all the way to California 
0 without first touching down in Central Eurp e. It was 

brought to California by Scandanavian miners who j oi ned the 

Gold Rush of 1849 in search of the valuable ore. John A. 
11 Snowshoe" Thompson was probably the first and is certainly 

t he mos famous of these early Sierra Nevada skiers. "Snow

shoe., was Norwegian by birth and had come to California . in 

1851 to make his fortune in the mine fields, but like so 

many others he eventually turned away from the gold hunt and 

took up another endeavor. In 1856 "Snowshoe .. made the first 

ski hauled mail run from Placerville to Carson Creek, a 

distance of ninety mi les and with this run Ameri n skiing 

wa s born and a l egend created. For over t wenty years 

"Snowshoe" carried t ail across the snow-heavy Sierras 

{~\ 



on his giant 12 foot skis . Thompson's exploits were dir

ectly responsible for a growing interest for the sport 

within the Sierra region--- accord.ing to R. H. Powers, a 

California ski historian, the Sierra Boys of the Alturas 

Snowshoe {ski) Club held regular straight downhill races 

f or cash and f un as early as 1865. 5 

I n other parts of the u. s. the sport/madness of skiing 

was on the upswing as tho usands o Scandanavian immigrants 

began to reach the shores of America. In 1883 the dev

elopers of t hefamous Telemark turn Mikkel and Torjus 

Hemmesvedt came to t he u. s. and are generally given credit 

for introducing and promoting skiing throughout the more 

populous Eastern u. s. In 1883 the first ski club was 

founded in Berlin, New Hampshire and this founding was 

closel" followed. in 1884 by the Aurora Ski Club of Red. Wing, 
Minnesota. Both of these areas had been s ettled p 1mar11y 

by immigrants of Scand.anavian d.escent and f or the next 

twenty years in the u. s. the primary enthusiasm f or the 

''mad sport,., developed within a limited. radii of t hese two 

~enters.6 

From this period in the late 1800's until the opening of 

the first ski resort area in 1929, skiing in America remains 

in its embryo stage. Li ttle or no attention was paid to 

these fanatics of the snow by any pop:ular press or period

i cal and when it was wri tten on it was to ridicule the 

few enthusiasts. Their were, however, a few of the sporting 

t ype magaz~nes such as Recreation and Outing that began to 
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take notice of the growing. popularity of the sport. In 

the March 1901 issue of ~16ng this rather significant 

mention of skiing and the forerunner of ski lod.ges 

appeared; 

"The real sportsmen among the ski runners 
are, as a rule, organized into clubs ••••• 
boys, businessmen, students and professional 
men all belong to a club which either rents 
or builds its own timber ski hut."7 

In 1905 the National Ski Association of the u. s. was 

founded primarily due to the interest of the ski clubs 

in the Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan areas. At this 

time the organization was d.evoted to the professional and 

not as yet to the amateur skier. American amateur skiing 

got its biggest boost in 1909 with the founding of the 

Dartmouth Outing Club. The D.o.c. was d.ed.icated more to 

the ideals of sportsmanship and the proximity of the skier 

to nature than in making money out of the sport. In 1910 

the D.o.o. held. its first Winter Carnival--- an event that 

is still held annually and has been widely imitated through

out the u. s. and. Europe. Another event of note which helped 

to boost the sport of skiing was the first intercollig1a.te 

meet held. in 1914 between Dartmouth and Mc.G111 College. 

Today over 175 colleges and universities enter NCAA ski 

events in the u. s.8 

Another interesting and significant statement appeared in 

the January 1913 issue of Outing that could. very easily 

describe our present day society. 

{C)) 



11
• • • • • 1 et me say that for one who s u.ffers from 

the nervous desorders as a result of the action
less, sedentary exis t ence into which most of us 
are forced in this age of offices and steam
heated apartments, ski-touring seems to be a sure 
remedy ••••• "9 

Until 1929 skiing in the u. s. advanced much at the pre

viously d.escri bed rate of growth--- most events were region

al in character and consisted. of one-day excursions by the 

local fanatics into the surrounding foothills. Facilities 

and roads to areas were totally non-existent--- hardly 

conducive to promotion of the sport. But With the ad.vent 

of the ski clubs and the r eduction of close-in ski areas 

due to the population push there came first the private 

ski-hut of the private club and eventually the first ski 

resort area. The firs t ski-lodge and resort was Peckett's 

Inn at Franconia, N. H. Peckett's had long been a summer 

resort but at the urging of ski enthusiasts the Inn stayed 

open during the winter of 1929 and so skiing on a very 

commercial level in the u. s. was born. At this time 

there was no trail of any sort but by 1935 a rope tow 

had been installed and in 1938 an aerial tram car was 

running and in this fi r st year of opera t1on 1 t carried. 

40,000 skiers to the top of the slopes. In 1962 the 

Franconia facilities hauled over 100,000 enthusiasts to 

the top of the Cammarack Mountain trails.10 

!M~iQ.AN .s.K-..I ... I:.o;,N .... G.__G;;,;,RO-...W ... S.........,U..;..P 

In 1932 the Winter Olympic Games were held at Lake Placid, 

It:\ 



New York and. for the first time the American publi.c was 

exposed to skiing and winter sports in general on a mass 

basis. From this time on the development of sk!ing and 
:JIX-:,6fJ' 

all of its many facets grows at a fantastic pace. In } 1...9~ ;,_f 

1934 the first continuous rope tow --~~~~~ into operation at tlf 

Woodstock, Vermont. By 1934 the New York Central Rail 

Road and the Boston and Maine Rail Road were sett ing up 

old cars on sidings near ski areas---one car served as a 

bar another as a shop and lounge and. others as sleeper 

cars. In 1936 the first chair 11ft in the world went into 

operation at the posh new Sun Valley, Idaho Resort in a 

deput that drew many celebrities and the attention of the 

European Ski Circles. Averill Harriman, then Chairman of 

the Board of Union Pacific Rail Road., was the main fin

ancier and brain behind t he Sun Valley adventure-- -he 

wrote ·to his construction foreman that: " ••••• it must be 

a complete unit for entertainment, with full facilities 

for winter sports enjoyment. 11 The hotel- lodge was bu.il# f 

in seven months, and it was finished, in an architectural 

style s en nowhere e·lse in the world. Besides being 

pseudo-Bavarian and Old Swiss in general design its 

exterior walls were of reinforced concrete dyed with an 

ochre stain poured into forms of rough sawed. bull pine so 

that the cement, as it hardened, picked up t he grain of the 

wood. 11 Sun Valley is today just as Mr. Harriman intended 

it t o be its a plush and complete resort that offers 

a cosmopolitan atmosphere and caters str ictly to the type 

of clientele who seek this type of backdrop for their 



skiing holiday. 

From 1938 to 1946 skiing in the u. s. grew but only at a 

very ·slow pace as w.w. II took its toll here as in Europe. 

From the war, however, a young man was to get an. idea that 

eventually was to grow into a ski-resort area that today 

is the finest in the world. During training with the 

famed u. s. Army 10th Mount in Divis~on a young Austrian 

born Corporal named Friedl Pfeifer saw the near ghost 

town of Aspen, Colorado and the magnificent Rocky Mountains 

that surrounded it. In 1947 Pfeifer started building his 

dream into what it is today --- the most ~osmopolitan Small 

Town in America ~ Last year over 50,000 skiers spent 50,000,000 
. ( 

d.ollars in the areas 54 resorts and. assorted amusement areas. 

The recently completed. Cammarack Lodge ($500,000) is only 

one of a dozen buil t in the last five years. Aspen today 

is the King of u. s. ski areas but as the boom in skiing 

continues more and mo e sm~ller resort areas will tend to 

distribute more evenly this winter gold mine. 12 

After 1946 the growth of skiers and ski resorts is pheno

menol. Ey 1948 there were over 3 , 000,000 skiers and 120 

ski resort areas in the u. s. As reported in Newsweek, --
February 2, 1948,· skiing was now a billion d.ollar a year 

indus t ry.13 

$25,000,000 for skis and ccessories 
$50,000,000 for ski instruction 

$100,000,000 f r transportation to resorts 
$300,000,000 for ski clothes 
$500,000,000 for ski lifts and lodging 



In 1959 the Squaw Valley Olympic Comm1 tee spent 

$14,000,000 on facilities in preparation for the 1960 

Winter Olymplcs. This event tended to give skiing and. 

winter sports the same boost nationally as the Lake Placid. 

Games of 1932 had done. From the old and establ she d sk 

slopes of Vermont , Colo r a do and California to the untouched 

and virgin areas of Montana, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico 

and Arizona skiing is rapi dly becoming Americas number one 

outdoor sport. his winter more than 5,000,000 experts 

and. "bunnies" will set out to more than 1200 ski resort 

areas in 42 s tates. Over 2,000,000,000 dollars will be 

s ent on all of the equipment by and for skiers with pre

dictions of a 40% increase in the 1966-67 season.14 There 

seems to be no end to the possibilities yet one wonders 

where it will stop. Perhaps it was most aptly put by a 

European reporter who commented on skiing on that continent 
~ 

in 1925 --- a posi on the u. s. is now at. In the January 

24, 1925 issue of the Lite~ry Dige t came the following 

comment: 

"We are in the presence f a ski craze. It is 
precisely that. What the next generation is 
going to be like if skiing continues to advance 
at this present rate nobody knows."15 

Perhaps no one knows today just exactly what tomorrow holds 

for the skie but the architectural firm of Daniel, Mann, 

Johnson and, Mendenhall have proposed an indoor ski-resort 

complete with pine-scent to be built the flatlands of 

Southern California. From the November 1963 issue of 

(g) 



.Prosressive ArchU~£tu_re. comes this example, perhaps, of 

technological triumph over Mother Nature and perhaps a 

new direction for the entire realm of skiing. 

ucalled, Ski - Land., The Hollow Mountain by its 
.developers the structure will be an elliptical 
480 1 x360 1 

\ 

arena with 
curv111ne 
ski slopes 
spiralling 
down 130 1 

around a 
reinforced 
concrete 
pylon to 
p ovide 

100,000:s~f~~~~!!!!~~~~~~~~~~ of skiin 
surface. Snow wi ll be pulverized ice sprayed on 
and kept at ~ temperature of 26oE A chair lift 
around the central pylon will take skiers to the 
top of the· 
run. Slopes 
will vary 
from 8 to 
22 d.egrees 
in a strai
ght run with 
a 900 foot 
slalom run . 
Capacity o 
the buildi 
will be 500 s 
and 450 people 

I can only hope tha~ the above-mentioned type of phony 

ski-resort or ski-arena remains in just the project stage 

and. d.oes not represent a probable direction or solution to 

the gr owing tide of skiing and the su.bsidiary function of 

the lodge . I hope instead that the resort development will 

continue on the upswing i t has enjoyed since 1956. Prior 

to this date the only resort area to pay off in any sub

stantial way was the Aspen Corporation and the Harriman 

' ( 10) 



enterprise at Sun Valley. For most the Lodge was just a 

tax writeoff or just a way of getting by since the business 

was of such a sporadic and. seasonal nature. But with the 

advent of the 1 60~ and the continued growth of the sport 

more and more enterprising and capable people began to 

enter the resort business with the idea of making it pay 

no matter what size the operation. At Vail, Colorad.o, 

some 100 miles closer to Denver than is Aspen, over 1.8 

million dollars has been put into the uilding of a 

giant Lodge-hotel-motel complex. Unfortunately the build 

ings are sort of a composite Old Swiss and Howard. Johns on 

architecture. At this juncture in the development of 

Ski - Lodge facilities the developers have taken a page 

from the book of the bi g operations at Aspen and Sun Valley 

--- --they not only provide fine ski facilities per se 

but they also create an atmosphere within the Lodge that 

the giants had pioneered.. The new operatic s of a 

modest size now attempt to generate the same cosmopolitan 

and. sophisticated. setting that the skier seeks yet retain 

some of the simplicity and intimacy of a Lodge. 17 The 

Lodge must be a place that "swings" both during the day 

and in the evening. It must provide lively action 

coupled with a natural and easy atmosphere in a setting 

that reacts to the years of tradition behind the spor t 

yet fully realizes and expresses its responsibility to 

the society that it harbors. 

On the following pages in a more or less chronological 

order are some examples of ski-l·od.ges in the U.s. and 

( 11 ) 
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Europe tha t give a cross - section of what has occured in 

the development of Ski- Lod.ge architecture in the last 

thirty years . .. It is apparent in the development of the 

Lodge within the u. • that our architectural roots lie 

in the Alpine Regions of Europe for most of what has been 

done on our continent bears its stamp. In a way this is 

a very honest approach for as Mario Cereghini points out 

in his book titled. "BUILDING IN THE MOUNTAINS! " 

"Alpine architecture is the spontaneous product 
.of the work of unknown artisans, carpenters, 
masons, smiths, shepard,s and woodcutters all of 
whom worked. according to certain t raditions more 
or less local, availing themselves of what tech
nical knowledge t hey had, doing the best to sat
isfy their need.s. ttl B 

A rough timber hut set up on stone piers high in the Alps 

perhaps best exemplifys 

Cer.egh1n1' s statement. 

The simplicity of this 

rugged 17th century 

wooden hut has carrie 

through in Alpine ar 
~ ...... 

tecture to the prese 

day . The very 

by the Italian architect Ceresa shows how this s implicity 

and ruggedness hones t use of indi -

genous mater-



I n t he U. s . , as I previously pointed_ out, the majority 

of ski-lodges were built along the Alpine style, In 

Stowe, Vermont the followi ng early example; 

"To house skiers in t he winter with the utmost 
.in com.fort yet not t o look toomuch like a Ski
Lodge in the summer"19 

v .... -

This type of building has b,e n the general trend in Amer-

. ican Ski - Lodge architecture over the past twenty-five 

years and.as I have said i t is a relatively sound. and 

honest approach to the problem. However, in · the last 

few. years there have been several projects in the u.s. 
that state more clearly these principles from the 

past and the d.i rection fo r the future. Two of thes_e 

examples are pr esented. he r e }the first being the Sierra 

( 13) 



Blanca Ski Area project by the architect Victor Lundy. 

In Lundy 1 s words ; 

"In designing 
the ski center 
I felt that a 
bold. and very 
positive state
ment was necess
ary if it were 

~~ii:i~~~~~li~~~~r1~~ii~~~~~~~~~~il~~~~:make an im-
ssion in the 
rwhelming and. 

beautiful land
scape. My idea 

/ I' II~~U~I~I ~~r-~,~~7F~/II~O , VUV I; ,'lv ~ IU M I IJ /ol.ll~~----~------------avwas not to com-
pete with the 
environment, 
but to comple-

ment it~ Thusthe forms of al l of the structures- --
in both plan and elevation echothe natural forms about; 
ski-patterns zig-zagging in the snow, icicles,dark 
pines rising to jagged points overhead •••••• 
Double tongue and groove 
decking or pine rounds 
were used over the support
ing laminated timbers to 
form the finished ceiling 
and root deck in one op 
eration. Roof covering 
throughout is thick- butt 
cedar shakes, which team 
with the rand.om masonry 
walls of rugged fieldstone 
construction of natural 
materials appropriate to 
the site. The idea was 
to blend the complex 
gracefully

0
i n to its natural 

setting. 112 

'3eCTION AI f;AR. 

There are many important phrase~ in r . Lundy's s t a tement 

that, I think, point to the proper path for our 11Lod ge 

Architecture 11 to follow. ttMy idea was not to compete 

with nature but to comp .ement it. 11 This one sentence 

has a great deal of meaning behind i t for how; after all) 

could. we, as aart of nature herself, hope to overpower 

( 14) 



with man-made material objects the beauty of nature. We 

can, however, as Mr. Lundy states> both complement nature 

with our architecture and have our architecture complemented 

by nature by a sensi t ive use of form and material. 

The l ast Lodge I have chosen to illustrate and comment on 

is a recent one done in Aspen, Colorad.o that closely app

roaches the scope of my own Mt. Lemmon project. It is the 

Aspen Highland.s Ski-Lodge by Frederic Benedict. Although 

perhaps a bit trite with the use of the A-frame (studies 

in the Alps have shown that a flat roof is more efficient 

than a steeply pitched on e providing it is structured 

for the proper snow load) roof it still is a fine example 

of the modest in cost and modern in atitude type of Lodge 

now being put up in the u.s. 

( 15) 



From the article in the Arc~tectural Forum comes the 

following description: 

"Even the most suc
.cessful skiers would 
pale without a con
vivial place to swap 
skiing yarns of an 
evening in an atmos 
phere of ,gem_uillchkei! 
Since the Highlands 
is in a new ski area 
in the Maroon Creek 
Valley, the architect 
and owner had. a wide 
choice of sites. The 
one they selected in 
the valley meadows is 
on a low rise over
looking a small pond. 
with a superb view in 
all directions surr-
ound.ed by aspens, 

kiTCHEJ.J 
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spruces and firs. Architect Benedict describes the 
Lodgens triple A-frame as an. interpretation of an 
unusual mountain at the head. of Maroon Creek Valley 
called Maroon Bells. The three peaks or bells are 
quite architectural in shape and have the appearance 
of sQpporting each other. Inside the Highlands has 
two dining areas adjoining the cafeteria, sma 1 bar, 
bi~r~t~u~e lounge and ski offices on the first floor. 
A night club and bar are on the mezzanine level. By 
using a 24 1 high A-frame for the main dining space, 
the architect has opened .up a valley to valley moun
taintop panorama f om inside---- -lower ceiling heights 
in the bar and eiers rube l ounge on the first floor 
a the attic like bar-night club create interesting 
contrasts as well as a more intimate atmosphere for 
evening gatherings. 11 21 

This then brings me to a starting-off point for the 

design of a Ski Lodge for Mt. Lemmon. In this paper I have 

tried to present .~rl briefly a history of the development of 

skiing and. the subsidiary function of the Lodge and its 

significant aspects. The emphasis has been on the American 

developments since that is the part that we are most 

concerned. with. This does not an that there is no thing 

( 16) 



to be gained as far as our architecture is concerned from 

the evaluation of the Euopeans work for Mr. Cerghinis book 

on mountain building is excellent-----it simply means 

that in the time available the cursory examination given 

was all that was possible. 

In conclusion------! feel that the approach and direction 

that Mr. Lundy has taken in the Sierra Blanca project is 

a val d one and is a strong re-statement of some of the 

basic principles of an honest architecture-----an esthetic 

blendin of architecture and. nature where one complements 

the other, truth and honesty and appropriateness in the 

use of materials and a bold and positive statement of 

form and. function all of 1ihich, to me , are inseparable 

entities of architecture. 

FINIS 
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This article from the 
March 7, 1966 edition 
of the Arizona Daily 
Star is an excellent 
example of what is 
occuring all over the 
United States. 

$800,000 
Ski Area 
Planned 

The Apache National Forest 
fs calling for bids to build and 
operate a $800,000 ski and winter 
sports development in the White 
Mountains. 

The bids call for a moaern 
lodge with 20 rooms, a restau
rant seating 120 people, a 5, 700 
foot double-chair lift, a 1,200-
foot T-bar lift, parking for 400 
cars and 33,700 feet of cleared 
beginners, intermediate and ex
pert ski trails. , 

These and other facilities are 
to be built on Greens Pea~, 25 
miles southwest of Springerville. 
The peak is 10,134 feet high. 
The lodge would be located at 
about 9,000 feet. 

The Forest Service estimates 
that there will be at least two 
feet of snow on the north slopes 
of Greens Peak from Decem
ber through March. 

Bids must be received at the 
Springerville office of Apache 
National Forest by Oct. 28. The 
facilities must be ready for oper
ation by Nov. SO, 1967. 

Greens Peak is 220 miles from 
Tucson, 200 miles from Phoenix 
and 255 miles from Albuquer
que. 

Summer sports facilities and 
a restaurant on top of the peak 
are listed as potential services 
which may be provided by the 
successful bidder. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I n exploring the various systems t hat I anticipate will 

o ur within my Ski Lodge for Mt. Lemmon, . ·pri or to 

writing the actual progra , I nave found it necessary 

t o make some decisions that in reality formulate a d will 

become part of t he final program. These decisions be

came necessary for two pri mary ·reas o ? ; the first was 

due to the uniqueness of he function involved in relation 

to its geographi c l ocation and the su equent problem 

this crea ted, secondly the total lack of information or 

examples of a system or systems that corresponds in 

scope wi th my project necessi t a ted the making of these 

"program" decisions at thi s t i me. These decisions be

come, in essence, the basis for the establishment of 

the systems hierar chy ~rrived at in t he content of this 

paper. 
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SYSTEM ANALYSI S 
A SKI LODGE for MT. LEMMON 

QIRCU&ATION SI§TEMS: 

·w1 thin the Ski - Lodge there will be two primary c1rcu.

lat1on systems that are inherent in any public building; 

public and staff, however, in this particular build,ing 

there are two very specialized systems that come under 

those general headings . 

Public 

1. non- skiers 
2. skiers 

Staff ·--
1. ski-instructors, ski 

sales, rentals etc. 
2. cooks and bottlewashers 

Examining first the public relationships I jump right 

off into one of the 11 program " decisions mentioned in 

the in reduction . The "~9..ueness of_the func!ion in

vol ved . .J..n,_rela tion_12_ its _geo sz:a;eh!.£...!.~!!.2a~' s a 

very important aspect to the problem of the Lodge and 

because of this fact the splitting of the public circu

lation system s becomes necessary . The Mt. Lemmon Ski 

Area because of its juxtaposition w th the desert en

joys a unique distinction from ski areas elsewhere in 

that its subsidiary facilities can operate the year 

through as a tourist attraction. This distinction 

tends, however, to be the prime reason for the need 

of a skier vs. non-skier circulation system. For 



example, at Sun Valley, Idaho roughly 95%. of the people 

at the resort will be skiers while . at I~t. Lemmon due 

to this proximity with the desert and a tourist city 

the ratio of skier t o non-skier may not exceed a 6o~4o 

split. Thu.s the Ski Lodge for Mt. Lemmon has, and must 

provide for, these two separate public needs incorpor-

a ted w1 thin a single unified, and orderly system. 

On the following two pages are sketches th t indicate 

in a lineal and abstract form just what actions or move

ments both the non-skier and the skier _may make within 

the course of a day. These systems of public circu

lation are then the two most important facets in the 

analysis of the Lodge. A differentiation between the 

skier and non-skier must exist) yet neither can be 

subordinated. d.ue to the importance of each faction to 

t he ultimate success of the project. 
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Staff- ski instructors , ski sales, ski rentals etc. 

These members .of the staff are the ones directly invol

ved with the skiing public thus their system must closely 

identify with that of the skier. With the exception 

of the ski instructor t hei r function is limited to 

activity within the Lodge and is primarily one of pro

viding service and. control. This part of the staff 

then is concerned. primarily with the function of skiing 

and not so much with the subsidiary functions that are 

housed, within the Lodge. These functions can then be 

positioned within the pattern at a point which gives the ' 

non-skiing public an indication of their purpose plus 

providing the complete control of the ski facilities 

per se. 

clear-- lunch 
- 6'#(.\ .. l JJ':>T-t:=l:GT~ 

- 'STAFF COI-J7"fi!:C)L-
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Staff- cooks, bottlewashers, manager, etc. 

The two main non-ski functions that occur within the 

Lodge are, of course, extremely important. The first, 

11 the place of lodge" or central gathering space is the 

main ·element of the Lod.ge . It is at this space that 

primarily the skier in the winter and the tourist in 

either winter or summer will /can sit, relax, converse, 

eat , drink or enjoy a view in an atmosphere that can 

either be bright, gay, noisy, and colorful or one that 

can be intimate, slow and relaxing. It is this space 

then that all of the circulation ord,ers w1 thin the 

s ructure must service and in turn t hen this space 

must serve all of the orders. The one function most 

closely related to this 11 place of lod,ge 11 are the food 

service functions which must serve not only this space 

but the adjoining subsidi'ary spaces. The sketch 

below indicates i n the abstract how this s·ystem may 

develop. 
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The circulation systems within the Lod.ge become, then, 

the primary ones involved in this analysis of the systems. 

It will be these systems that will create, or cause the 

lack of, order in the two-dimensional flow of the Lodge. 

From the complete understand.ing and. logical solution 

of this two-dimensional system the more important flow 

of three-dimensional space Will become clearer in 

purpose and d.ef1n1 tion. 
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STRUCTURAL~MATERIAL SYSTEMS 

These two systems go hand-in-hand with each other more 

strongly in the Lodge than in most other building types 

since the need. to create an atmosphere through these sys

tems becomes a very strong determinant. In the case of 

the Lod.ge three distinct approaches may be taken with 

regards to the systems in question. One oould choose 

to try and overpower the setting through the use of 

foreign materials and form or one could try and blend 

completely with the site at an attempt at obscurity, 

or one may choose a course that tries to complement 

the setting and in turn have the setting complement the 

architecture. As I stated. in the first portion of this 

thesis the latter approach is~ ~o ~e; the .proper dir

ec t ion to take) thus this analysis d.eals only with that 

approa ch in mind. 

In the S 1 Lodge for Mt• Lemmon the structure must be 

designed not only for its functional and. aesthetic def

initions, but also for the utilitarian neces sities of 

withstanding the weather extremes. By s tructural de~

initions I mean that the functions housed within the 

final ~ -· form must reflect both from the interior and the 

exterior an ~..: order and. clarity of those functions that 

it houses. Th e structure/form in th s cas e of the Lodge 

become nearly inseparable entities due to t h e s trength 

of the site that will be involved. In other words-----
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the structure/form of the Lod,ge ~ malte a visual 

statement with the site that is neither to0 weak or 

to<?~ overpowering. Through the use of natural and in

digenous materials both for structure and. finish the 

atmosphere of the Lodge can be created. Mountain 

buildings have trad,i tionally been of the natural 

materials not only because of their availability but 

also because of their efficiency and beauty. 

Inside the Lodge the f i nish materials of natural 

colors and textures should. provid.e not only this feeling 

of "mood" but will have to provid,e a definition of the 

previously mentioned ci rculation systems. Within the 

Lodge not only the volumetric space involved. but the 

material utilized will help to create a feeling of warmth 

and enclosure that contrasts yet expresses th~ function 

with clari~y. The structure-material system must pro

Vid.e then not only clarity in three·. -dimenSional feeling 

but a psychological mood that is appropriate to the 

situation. 
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VISUAL O~~TA!LJ! 

Since I am utilizing the existing ski facilities on 

Mt. Lemmon the selection of the general site location 

for the Lodge has been predetermined. In any sk1-lod.ge 

this aspect of visual or entation is important, however, 

in this instance 1 t becomes even more crtical becau.se 

of the Lodge's dual usage. The view must orient to the 

ski slopes not only for the sight-seer's sake but also 

for the definitio of t h e Lodge's pu pose ~ The present 

s i te on Mt. Lemmo offers a sple did opportunity to 

ut111 z ot only the ski slopes as a visual focal point 

but also a magnificent panoramic View to the San Manuel 

Valley side of the mountains. 

This element of visual ori entation to the natural 

setting becomes, then, another major d.eterminant n 

approaching the d.esign of the Lodge, and it will nf luence 

quite stongly t he systems already d.iscussed.. 
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MECHANICAL-AQQQSTICAL-LIGHTING 

All of these systems will carry about equal value in 

the tota l d.esign of the Lod.ge. In s e a-spect s or 

areas one may be more important than · the other but in 

the overall scheme each contributes, i n a utilitarian 

sens e, to t he success or failure of the Lodge a s an 

architectural expression. 

~echa~ical-heating, cooling, ventilating 

Cooling is of no consequence in this building due to 

its location but natural ventilation and heating are 

of prime importance. I t will be necessary t rovide 

an artificial heating system that will keep the variety 

of spaces involved at a constant temperature re ardless 

of the exterior temperature and the problem caused by 

the continuous i ndoor outdoor flow of people. 

The central space or 11place of lodge" will be heated 

by the fireplace with provisions for artificial heat 

sho uld t he need aris e. 

Due to the large number of people involved and the high 

radiation f a ctor at the site a system for either natural 

ventilation or artificial air changing will have to be 

incorporated i n to the structure. A natural system might 

work quite readily in terms of the fenestra tion tha t 

will be uti li zed i n conjunction with the visual orien

tation sys t em previousl y discussed .• 
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Acoustical- lighting 

Both of these systems will have to overcome the problem 

created by the two distinct d.ay- night functions. A 

zoning of areas with respect to each of these systems 

will be necessary. For example the lighting during 

the day in the main space and most of the subsid.iary 

spaces will be natural light that will convey the 

str ong relationship of interior and exterior spaces 

while at night the intimicy of subtle lighting must 

transform the same space into one that exudes enclosure 

and, privacy. Similar analogies in the acoustical 

design within the Lodge can be made by comparing this 

dUality of night vs. day functions. 

It w 11 then be necessary to a gain strongly relate 

the s e systems to the ones previously cover ed in this 

paper i n order to help in the order and clari ty of 

purpose fo r the Lodge. 

.· 12 



The systems I have discussed. in this paper are, of 

course, not the only ones involved but do represent 

those most critical in the d.es1gn of the Lodge. As 

I stated in the introduction the lack of information 

available plus the nature of the build,ings function 

has forced me to make many conceptual and program 

d.ec1s1o s in order to present this p per in any kind 

of orderly manner. 

A re-eval·uation of the systems covered in this paper 

will be necessary upon the completion of the third and 

fourth phases of the terminal d.esign process in order 

to clarify points and answer the many questions this 

anal sis creates. 

FINIS 
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PROGRAM 
A SKI LODGE FOR MT. LEMMON 

~~ral Co!!!!!!.Wl. 

ith the ever increasing ability of Americans to gen-

erate more free time, and. the wealth to enjoy this time, 

the boom in recreational facilities of all kinds has been 

phenomenal. Thus the recr eational building that is 

generally subservient t o the primary function of the 

activity involved, is an area tha t will have an expan

ding impor tan ce to the architectural profession. 

Today as these various resort and vacation spas across 

the United States expand at their fantastic pace the 

architecture involved i s becoming a contradiction to 

their basic purpose of rel axation, fun and mans need 

for the association wi t h Nature. For the bU.ildings, 

by their very presence , el iminate more and more of the 

natural environment . Obvi ously man will, and must, pro

vide for himself these recreational facilities in 

Nature' s magnificence and we as architects must bear 

this in mind and accep t the responsibility of planning, 

conserving and. complementi ng the majestic natural beauty 

that buildings of his kind occupy Thus the present 

tempo of our ci ties wi t h i ts suburban chaos cannot be 

allowed t o spill over i nto our finest examples ofNature's 

beauty and create a 11 subur bia- in-the-w1lderness." 
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§.£oE_e: 

The Ski Lodge, per se, wil l be the only building to be 

architecturally developed. to a completed presentation 

stage, however, the d.evelopment of the total site plan, 

with the exception of add i tional ski runs, will be within 

the scope of this problem. By development of the total 

site I mean that within the master plan>housing and 

lod.ging fac1li ties for :..:_ people in both a condominium 

and. rental situation Will be dealt with. The limitations 

imposed. by time wil l allow that these housing facilities 

be considered only with respect to; relative size for 

occupancy load, site orientation, parking and access

ability to the Lodge and: ski facil1 ties. 

The Ski Lodge build.ing will be carried through to the 

final development required for the terminal design project 

thus it is>then ) the crux of this project. The Ski Lodge 

will be the es t ablishment of an atmos here or environ

ment for ~ people at a maximum d.uring winter weekends 

to the rather diminutive nu.mber d.uring a summer weekday. 

The "establishment of an atmosphere" becomes a very im

portant architectural consider~tion for this aspect of 

the Lodge's character will determine its success both 

architecturally and financially. To the vistor and user 

of the Ski Lodge it should not be only a place to warm 

feet or sip a cocktail while enjoying a view, but it 

should also ex de the very es s ence of i ts being---the 

f reedom of Nat re---a con trast between the cramped. 

character of the city and its s erility to the openness 
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and virility of t e outdoors. The Ski Lod.ge becomes then 

an a venture in the psychological demands of space, form 

color , texture and. all the other architectural determinants 

in establishing a gentle and subtle balance between 

Man an Nature. 

Phlsical Propertie~: 

"Place of Lod e 11 --T e real hear t of any Ski Lo dge i s t he 

central space wher e the life of the complex, da ght , 

winter . or summer i s generat ed.. It i s here that th "atmos

phere'* either is born or it will never exist---it mus t be 

spacious or ~timate, ; lively or subdued, or any number of 

mo s depending upon he situation created by this dual 

winter-summer usage. Square f eet ___________ _ 

Cafete~a-snack ba r 

This facility will be primarily a fa c l i ty f or the skier 

and thus is a wint er only fun ction. The eating space 

or area would be immediately ad.jacent r a physical part 

of the "place of lodge." Tis area should be able to feed 

people who wish to sit insid,e or outside on observ tion 

decks. Food preparation would occur in the main kitch 

to serve this area. This facil ty will have serving capacity 

for 200 people with indoor seati g for 100. De cks and 

ad a cent a eas would pr vid.e for any overflow. 

Square Feet ________ _ 
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Biers :tt.!:!.b e Bar 

This bar will be the one to service the centra pace 

and adjoining deck areas during the winter season. 

It is primarily for the skiers use and should, through 

its decor, strongly identify as such. Seati g within 
I 

this space would be minimal since most beverages would 

be carried into the "place of lodge" or onto one of the 

deck spaces. 

Square feet __ ~-----

~ain Restaurant and Cocktail LoBPge 

A ine quality, year- round evening type dining room with 

adjacent cocktail lounge to serve 80 to 100 people. It 

must be able to absorb both skier and tourist d.uring 

the winter and. · by its superb cuisine and architectural 

environme t be able to draw enough summer tourists to 

be financially successful. The view to the North and to 

the ski slopes will be a strong determinant of this 

part of the structure due to the importance of the tourist. 

The cocktail lounge may become just a service bar with 

t central space serrtng as the ulounge" upon further 

examination of the functions and needs of the problem . 

Square feet __ _ 

Kitch~ 

Will need to provide the food preparation facilities for 

both the restaurant and. cafeteria- snack bar areas . General 

service to the complex will be routed through this point. 

Square feet _______ __ 
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Observation decks/outdoor eating 

These areas are of prime i mportance for they help tre

mendously in ache1v1ng the desired balance between in

doors and out. The duality of the Lodge requires that 

the casual observer (15-30 minute span) be ven an 

easily accessible deck/area at which to observe the activ

i t y plus more generous areas of this nature for the skier 

and day-long fun-in-the-snow tourist. Not only the duality 

of the skier vs. tourist will play an important part in 

the development of these areas but the duality of winter

summer is also pert1nant due to th·e opposite views 

available. In winter the activity on the ki slopes i s 

the mos t important factor while in the summer the 

panoramic magnifiC?ence of the view to the San Manuel 

Valley is the dominant item. One of the deck areas will 

be utilized for outdoor eating serving both the cafeteria 

and snack bar services. 

Square feet ____ _ 

_ Ski Rentals _ 

Area to facilitate up to 75 rentals pe day with space 

for fitting, storage and maintenance of skis, boots and 

poles. Security of this facility is an important factor. 

Rentals of whirleybirds, toboggans and sleds must also 

be consid ed within this area. 

Square feet __ ~-----

Ski Control 

This facili ~y mus·t control movement of people into the 

s-ki and recreation area. T kets for the lifts, tows and 
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ski and snow equipment rentals will circulate through 

this area. 

Square feet ____ __ 

§}£1 Sales 

Clothing and equipment sal es on a year around basis. 

Should have a direct c nnection to both skier and 

tourists who are prospective skiers. Display and 

storage facili t ies are necessary within this function. 

Square feet ______ __ 

~1 Patrol-First Aid-~i Instructo~ 

Space with one or two bunks, first aid equipment and 

ample storage for all necessary equipment. Should 

be in close proximi t y to the control center of the complex. 

Square feet~-------

Ski Club 

A private "members only" facility supported. by the local 

ski club. I t would consist of a small ante-room, ski 

storage and workroom plus limited mens and womens locker 

rooms with showers or Sauna baths. The present membership 

of the Mt. Lemmon Ski Club is around 100, but with these 

additional facilities and improved ski slopes one could 

anticipate a membership in the neighborhood of 250. All 

general club meetings would. be held in one of the main 

odge spaces. 

Square feet~.,~-----

.General Stor~ 

Snowmobile, wood ~ for fireplaces, general maintenance. 

Square feet ________ _ 
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Ioilets 

Public and employee. At least one readily accessible 

to the skier without actually entering the lodge. 

Square feet ________ __ 

Mechanical Equipment 

No mechanical refrigeration system will be required. 

Forced air heating units will be utilized. 

Square feet _________ _ 

Parking faciliies 

Required space for 125 to 150 automobiles situated in 

such a way that they do not interfere wi.th sight lines 

or become a disturbing contrast to the setting. 

Square feet _____ w ______ _ 

Manager's Office 

Small office for secretary-bookkeeper and Lodge 

manager. This area would need. to have a counter or 

d,esk . to control the rental housing facilities that 

would be available. Relation to both skier and 

tourist is necessary plus control of service facility. 

Square feet ____ _ 
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uis it childish or is it 
wise to harbour awe and 
consid ration for natural 
constellation and config
uration, to wor with its 
grain, underline it instead 
of countercrossing it? My 
experience, everything with
in me, is againest an ab
stract approach to land and 
nature, and. for the profound 
assets rooted in each site 
and buried in it like a 
treasurable wondere The 
ancient thought those vital 
assets spirits. By listening 
intently, you can hear them 
miraculously breathe in their 
slumber. You may subtly 
awaken them to startling 
values of d.esign timely a ssur
ed of duratio.n, growth and 
never ending l1fe. 11 

Richard Neutra 



SITE ANALYSIS 
A SKI LODGE FOR MT. LEMMON 

The general site location in my problem has been pre

determined by the fact that I initially accepted the 

idea of utilizing the existing facilities currently in 

use at the Mt . Lemmon Ski Bowl. By accepting these 

facilities as a determinant of the problem, ! . have im

posed certain limitations that ~ add a great · d~al of : r~al 

ism ~ to the design project . The sketches below indicate 

the present situation and facilities currently in use 

at the area. The map on page 2 shows the positon of 

the Ski Bowl in relation t o Tucson and the recreational 

grounds and. areas in the r est of the Coronado National 

Forest. 

:• . : 
· .. 

1 

1. Parking 
2. Ski Lodge 
3. Whirleybird A 
4. Whirleybird, B 
5. Poma Lift 
6. Exhibition Hill 
1. Home Stretch 
8. Roadrunner 
9. Freeway 

10. Lemmon Drop 
11. Cat Walk 
12. Show Off 
13. First id 
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THIS IS YOUR FOREST 

The National Forests are managed under the principles of 

sustained yield .and multiple use for perpetual crops of wood, 

vater, forage, and wildlife, as well as recreation and sight

seeing. 

Sustained yield means using our forest resources without using 

them up- getting lumber ·and water and beefsteaks out of' our 

woods and ranges ·without destroying their continued ability to 

produce. 

Multiple use means putt_ing every area of forest land to work 

wisely under the harmonious combination of uses for the greatest 

good for the -greatest number in the long run. 

Bbjoy ·these resources but don't abuse them. 

You are part owner of this public prope.rty. While using your 

Rational Forest, you should assist in the prevention or fires 

·in the following ways: 

Being sure your match is out and that pipe ashes, 
. . cigar or ·cigarette stubs are dead before throwing 

them avay. 

Before building a campfire, scrape away all intlamable 

material from a spot -at least five feet in diameter. 

·Dig a hole in the center and in it build your camp tire. 

Keep it small as a small fire is easier to cook over than 

a larger one. · !fever build it against tre~s or logs or 

near brush. 

When breaking camp, the proper way to put out your fire 

is to stir the coals while soaking them vi th water. Turn 

small sticks and drench both sides. Wet the ground around 

the f1re. If you can't get water, stir in earth and tread 

it down until packed tightly over and around the fire. 
Be sure the last spark is dead. 

If you find a tire burning, endeavor to extinguish it, 

and should it become too large tor you to handle, please 

notif'y the nearest Forest Officer or county officials 
imillediately. 

It you need further information about the Coronado National Poreit, 

its vegetation, wildlife and geology, write to Forest Supervisor, 

P. 0. Box 551,. Tucson, Arizona, or go to the U. s. Forest Service 

Sabino Canyon Visitor Center, Sabino Canyon Road, Tucson, Arizona. 



These sketches show quite clearly two of the very poor 

conditions that handicap greatly the functioning of the 

area as an efficient ski facility. First is the way the 

road spl its, on a horizontal plane, the fun ction of Lodge 

and ski, and s econdly the vertical break in elevation 

as shown in the above sketch further illustrates just 

how poorly the site now functions. The site d.oes, however, 

have many splendid attributes; a magni.fic nt view of both 

the ski slopes and the San Manuel Valley, fine stands 

of Arizona Pine, Mexican White Pine and. Douglas Fir that 

complement the rugged topography, and a proximity to a 

highly populated resort area (sk 2) are j ust a few of 

these attributes. 

These problems and plus factors that the site affords 

becomes, then, the primary physical site determinants 

in the des of the master plan and the Ski Lodge 

build.ing. The relationship of the Lodge to the views, the 

a ssociation of the structure with nature, the sequence 

of the movement of the skier and tourist through the 

site and the building, the creation of a na tural and. 

f un enVironment i n which 20th century technology plays 
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an important role (poma lifts, rope tows, cars), and 

the mechanical need.s of soil, slope, draina e, service 

etcetra, are just a few of the more crucial aspects 

that must be dealt with in addition to those already 

existing at the site. The cond,ominium and rental units 

that will be a part of the master plan will also be 

considered with the bove criteria for guidance. 

The final build,ing site for the Ski Lodge, along with 

improved. facilities and housi g will be as shown_ on the 

sketch below. Several other sites were considered as I 

have shown in my concept presentatio s but were rejected. 

for a mult tude of reasons. I think that the plus 

fact rs of the plan shown below and listed reasons given 

on page 4 show why this is the best and. most logical site. 

1. Parking 
2. Ski Lodge 
3. Service 
4. Ski Control 
5. Whirleybird A 
6. Sleds, toboggans 
7. Poma Lift 
8. Rope Tow 
9. Exhibition Hill 

10. Marshmallow Hill 
11. Home Stretch 
12. Roadrunner 
13. Freeway 
14. Lemmom Drop 
15. Cat Walk 
16 . Show Off 
17. Ski School Area 
18 . Rental Uni ts 
19. Condominiums 

4 



The plus factors of this site concept are; the establi.sh

ment of a strong visually oriented site and building in 

that it affords a three pronged view of skiers and. 

scenery; the parking area would. be well out of sight 

and would be left behind. so as not to intrud.e into the 

setting; the USAF a ccess road would no longer split the 

Lodge from the skier; the majority of the ski trails 

would l e d r ight by the Lodge thus affording the skier 

ample opportuni t to utilize its facilitie s ; the control 

facility for the ski area would be centrally located 

and identify with the Lodge. These fa ctors help to 

form the organizational t riangle as shown on sketch 4 

. that , accor ding to the skier, is the most desirable type 

of site sequence for this function. _ 

Many times in preVious part s of this paper I have tried 

to express just what ki nd of r elationships I felt the 

building sho uld have with the s ite , but the comment 

by Richard Neutra given a t t he beginning of this analysis 

s tates i n fewer words, and. in a more explicit form, what 

I was attempting t o say on this matter . Thus I feel 

that we m s t seek to expl oit t he natur 1 assets of our 

si tes and try to creat e a harmony with our present con

cept s o mans role with nature. Th s des red balance 

between God 1 s two greates t creat ions--Man and N t ure--is , 

then , bes t exp ess ed through the man created archit cture 

t hat we se nt o nature ' s omai 

5 



FINIS 
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